ENTERPRISE-WIDE LICENSE
FOR ELECTRONIC EDITION

This License sets forth the terms and conditions of access to and usage of electronic editions
of scholarly journals published by The University of Chicago Press.

Effective Date

January 1, 2008

Parties

The University of Chicago Press, a unit of The University of Chicago (the "Press"), whose
principal place of business is at 1427 E. 60th Street, Chicago, Illinois 60637,

and

The Regents of the University of California ("Licensee"), whose principal place of business
is at 415 20th Street, 4th Floor, Oakland, California, 94612, USA.

Web Access Number: 819164

1. Grant of Rights:

1.1. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, the Press grants the Licensee a
non-transferable, worldwide License for access during the term specified in
Appendix A to the Journal or Journals listed in Appendix A, and subject to the
Terms and Conditions as outlined in both Appendix A and B. The Licensee shall
have access to the entire database of Journal material, including tables of contents,
abstracts, and full texts of issues. Additional material will be made available at the
option of the Press and other owners of copyrighted works. Because of the
electronic nature of the Journal content, Journal material may change at any time
without notice.

1.2. This License is subject to: (1) payment of the License Fees identified in Appendix A,
(2) the Terms and Conditions of Use set out in Appendix B, and (3) receipt of the
Licensee's network and technical contact information by the Press.
1.3. An authorized signature on this License indicates that the Licensee has accepted the terms of this License.

1.4. Some Journals are available electronically through third-party vendors as well as from the Press’s website or its mirror sites; this License does not license access through those vendors except as may be specified in Appendix A.

1.5. This license does not confer title to, ownership of, or copyright in the Journal or any portion thereof to Licensee. Copyright ownership of the Journal is indicated in the preliminary matter in the printed edition of the Journal and on each Journal’s webpage within the Press’s website. Any rights not expressly granted in this License are reserved to the Press.

2. Termination:

2.1. This License shall expire at the end of the term specified in Appendix A. Prior to expiration, the Press shall inform Licensee of the renewal fee, and Licensee may elect to renew the License for an additional term by paying the renewal fee.

2.2. This License may be terminated by either party for substantial or material breach by providing the breaching party with written notice in paper or electronic form. The termination will become effective sixty (60) days after receipt of such notice, unless the breaching party has remedied the breach. In the case of termination by the Press for substantial or material breach by the Licensee, no refund of the License Fee will be provided to the Licensee.

2.3. All rights granted by this License and all obligations of either party shall expire automatically upon termination or expiration of this License, except as may be specified in Appendix A.

3. Conditions Governing the Agreement:

3.1. The parties represent and warrant that each has all the rights necessary to enter into and perform this agreement. The Press warrants that Licensee’s exercise of its rights according to the terms of this License and all Appendices attached hereto will not infringe the rights of any third party. No limitation of liability set forth elsewhere in this agreement is applicable to this indemnification. Each party agrees to indemnify and hold the other harmless against any claim arising out of any breach of the representations and warranties described herein.

3.2. Any delay or default by either party caused by conditions beyond its control including, but not limited to, Acts of God, Government restrictions, wars, insurrections, strikes, fires, floods, power failures, work stoppages, or damage or destruction of any facilities or services, shall not be deemed a breach of this License.

3.3. This License constitutes the entire agreement of the parties with respect to the electronic version of the Journal and may be amended only by a written instrument created for that purpose and signed by both parties, except as expressly provided herein.
3.4. If any provision of this License is determined to be invalid by a court of competent jurisdiction, that will in no way invalidate any other provision hereof, provided that in such event either party may terminate this License by paper or electronic notice without any refund to the Licensee.

3.5. The specific terms of this License and the business discussion between the parties shall be held confidential, including information which is or should be reasonably understood to be confidential or proprietary to the discloser of the information. Notwithstanding this provision, either party may disclose relevant portions of this License to its parent or subsidiary company, governing body or as required by a court, regulatory agency, or by the California Public Records Act. In addition, the Press may disclose relevant portions of this License to rightsholders of Journals for whom it acts as publisher or agent. This confidentiality provision shall survive the termination of this License.

3.6. This Agreement will be governed by the laws of the State of California and the United States of America, and will be deemed to be executed in and performed solely in the State of California.

If the above correctly reflects the agreed upon terms, please sign and return one copy of this to us without alteration, whereupon it will become a binding contract.

FOR REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA

Name: 
Title: Interim Exec. Dir. CDL
Date 9.4.08

FOR THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO

Name: 
Title: Journals Manager
Date 9.15.08
APPENDIX A

Journals:

The terms of this License apply to all electronic editions of scholarly journals currently published by the Press and for which the Licensee has paid the applicable license fees. Licensee may subscribe to additional journals or cancel any of its subscriptions at any time without invalidating the terms of this license.

American Art
The American Historical Review
American Journal of Education
American Journal of Sociology
The American Naturalist
Publications of the Astronomical Society of the Pacific
Astrophysical Journal and Supplement
Classical Philology
Clinical Infectious Diseases
Comparative Education Review
Critical Inquiry
Current Anthropology
Economic Development and Cultural Change
The Elementary School Journal
Ethics
History of Religions
Infection Control and Hospital Epidemiology
International Journal of American Linguistics
International Journal of Plant Sciences
Isis
Journal of British Studies
Journal of Consumer Research
Journal of Geology
Journal of Human Capital
Journal of Infectious Diseases
Journal of Labor Economics
Journal of Law & Economics
Journal of Legal Studies
Journal of Modern History
Journal of Near Eastern Studies
Journal of Political Economy
Journal of Religion
Library Quarterly
Modern Philology
License Fees:

Licensed content: Unlimited (“Enterprise-wide”) access for 41 University of Chicago Press journals for 10 (ten) University of California campuses and Office of the President.

2008 Cost:

Post-cancellation access is available at no charge to Enterprise License customers for subscribed years only.

Unlimited simultaneous authorized users allowed.

License includes, upon request, one shared print archive copy.

University of California campuses may order individual print subscriptions at a discounted price equal to (% of the institutional print-only list price (i.e., discounted from the list price).

CDL Billing Contact:

CDL Acquisitions, Geisel Library
University of California
9500 Gilman Dr. 0175A
La Jolla, CA 92030-0175 USA
Telephone: Fax:
cdl-acquisitions@ucop.edu

CDL Licensing Contact:

California Digital Library
415 20th Street, 4th Floor
Oakland, CA 94612 USA
Telephone:
Fax:

CDL Technical Contact:

California Digital Library
415 20th Street, 4th Floor
Oakland, CA 94612 USA
Telephone:
Fax:

**Term of license:**

The term of this license is for one (1) year(s), from January 1, 2008, through December 31, 2008.

This agreement shall be renewable at the end of the current term for a successive year unless either party gives written notice of its intention not to renew thirty days before expiration of the current term.

**University of California Campuses:**

University of California, Berkeley (including Lawrence Berkeley Lab)
University of California, Davis
University of California, Irvine
University of California, Los Angeles
University of California, Merced
University of California, Riverside
University of California, San Diego
University of California, San Francisco
University of California, Santa Barbara
University of California, Santa Cruz
University of California Office of the President
Special terms and conditions:

The terms and conditions set out hereunder are in addition to and shall take precedence over those terms and conditions of use set out in Appendix B.

*Digital Archive.* The Press grants the right to Licensee to make an archival copy for each subscribed issue. The use of such archival copies will be governed by the Terms and Conditions set out in Appendix B. Licensee will have the right to make these copies available to its authorized users, after the expiration or cancellation of this license.

*3rd Party Trusted Archive.* Licensee may use a 3rd party trusted archival system to archive and restore the subscribed content, so long as such use is consistent with the terms and conditions of use described herein.

*Shared print archive.* At Licensee's request, beginning in 2008 Press will provide to Licensee a single print archival copy of the titles selected from the Journal, on a mutually agreed upon schedule, shipped to a single ship-to address at no additional cost. This term does not apply if Licensor ceases to produce paper editions of such titles. The print copies will be shipped to:

- UC Shared Journal Collection
- c/o YRL Serials
- 11717 Young Research Library
- Box 951575
- Los Angeles, CA 90015-1575

*Perpetual Access:* The Press will provide perpetual access to materials that were accessible during the term of this Agreement as long as the Press owns the rights. Licensee shall automatically have perpetual access rights for society journals, provided these rights have not been reverted to the publishing partners. The Press shall use its good faith efforts in seeking the rights from its publishing partners in the event of post-cancellation. Such access will be in accordance with the provisions of this Agreement, and all content published as part of the subscription will continue to be accessible.

*Usage Data.* Press will provide unlimited access to usage data by campus, updated on a monthly basis.

*Compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA):* The Press shall make reasonable efforts to comply with the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA). The Press site has been designed to comply with federal standards for website accessibility as defined in Section 508 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973. The pages on this site have been tested for compliance against guidelines adopted by the World Wide Web Consortium (also known as the W3C). The site complies with all Priority 1 checkpoints as defined in the Web Content Accessibility
Guidelines 1.0 W3C Recommendation 5-May-1999 [www.w3.org/TR/WCAG10/].
Cascading Style Sheets conform to W3C Specifications for Cascading Style Sheets.

Digital Rights Management Technology. In the event that Press utilizes any type of digital rights management technology to control the access or the usage of Journal, Press agrees to notify Licensee of the name, contact information and any technical specifications for the digital rights management technology utilized.

Watermarking Technology. If digital watermarking technology is used, Press agrees to notify Licensee, in advance, of the name, contact information, and any technical specifications for the technology used.

Unauthorized Distribution: In certain cases, the University of Chicago or the Journal's sponsor will not hold copyright in materials included in the Journal. In those instances the copyright owner, if any, will be indicated in the article. Authorized Users may not distribute such articles without permission from the copyright owners.
APPENDIX B: Terms and Conditions of Use of Electronic Journals

The following Terms and Conditions of Use apply to use of electronic editions of scholarly journals ("Journal") published by The University of Chicago Press ("Press"). Refusal or failure to abide by these Terms and Conditions of Use may result in suspension or termination of access. The Press may amend or supplement these Terms and Conditions from time to time without prior notice.

In certain cases, the University of Chicago or the Journal's sponsor will not hold copyright in materials included in the Journal. In those instances the copyright owner, if any, will be indicated in the article. Authorized Users may not copy or transmit such articles without permission from the copyright owners.

Definitions:

"Authorized User": Any user granted access to the Journal by the Press, including but not limited to (a) an individual subscriber to one or more Journals, (b) a member of a society or other sponsor of a Journal published by the Press, (c) a member of a subscribing institution, (d) a member of a Licensee, or (e) a member of a former institutional subscriber or Licensee which has requested in perpetuity access and which has paid in full all fees charged by the Press for such access. Members of institutions or Licensees are limited to research and teaching staff, whether permanent or visiting; students; employees, both full-time and part-time; on-site users of the institution or Licensee's library(s) and campus computer network(s); and any other users agreed to in writing by the Press and the institution or Licensee.

"Journal": the electronic edition, including all supplementary and associated electronic materials, of a scholarly journal published by the Press whether on its own behalf or on behalf of a scholarly society or other publishing partner. The Journal(s) may be hosted by the Press on its web site or on the web site of an agent authorized by the Press to host the electronic edition. Access to the Journal by former institutional subscribers and Licensees with valid in perpetuity access rights will be limited to those issues published during the term of the subscription.

"Licensee": an institution, enterprise, consortium, or other organization for which the Press holds a valid and current Enterprise-Wide License or similar License and which has paid in full all license and other fees charged by the Press.
Permitted use of the Journals:

1. Individual use:

1.1. Any Authorized User may search, download, and save material included in the Journal for his or her own use, except that downloading of entire issues of the Journal is not permitted. Single printed copies of individual articles may be made for private use or research. (The term "article" includes any editorial, book review, letter, or other discrete work contained in the Journal.)

1.2. An Authorized User may transmit a hard copy or electronic copy of any article to any individual who is not an Authorized User provided such transmission is (i) not for compensation, (ii) for purposes of scholarly exchange of ideas, and (iii) not part of any systematic provision of Journal content to such user or any third party. All copyright and other notices contained in the article must be maintained.

1.3. Materials from the Journal may not be recompiled, manipulated, used to prepare derivative works, republished, or published in another format without prior written permission from the Press.

1.4. Authorized Users may not authorize use of the Journal by anyone who is not an authorized user. Usernames and passwords for access to the Journal are for the personal use of the individual subscriber or society member and may not be shared.

1.5. The Press reserves the right to deny access to a username or password immediately if unauthorized use is detected or suspected, and to use its best efforts to notify the individual subscriber or society member of any denial of access. The Press agrees to restore access to the username and password within one business day of successful resolution of the situation.

2. Institutional use:

2.1. Classroom and educational use: Institutional subscribers with Enterprise-Wide access to the Journal may make multiple copies of materials from the Journal for the purpose of classroom use or place materials from the Journal on electronic reserve. All other copying for classroom and education use beyond the fair use provisions of Section 107 of the Copyright Act of the U.S. requires written permission from the Press.

2.2. Interlibrary loan: Institutional subscribers and Licensees may use hard or electronic copies derived directly or indirectly from the electronic edition of the Journal for the purpose of interlibrary loan with the same limitations that apply to paper copies for that purpose made from the print edition of the journals. Specifically, copies must be made in compliance with Section 108 of the Copyright Act of the U.S. and with guidelines developed by the National Commission on New Technological Uses of Copyrighted Works (CONTU Guidelines), the text of which is available as part of U.S. Copyright Office Circular 21.

2.3. Institutional subscribers and Licensees may provide print or electronic copies of articles from the Journals to national or international regulatory authorities for the purposes of, or in anticipation of, regulatory approval or patent and/or trademark applications or other legal or regulatory purposes in respect of the institution's or
Licensee's products or services, provided that such regulatory purposes do not amount to commercial redistribution. Distribution of print or electronic copies for advertising or other marketing purposes is not permitted.

2.4. Materials from the Journals may not be modified, redistributed, licensed, sold, used to make multiple copies, or otherwise exploited in any way for commercial purposes unless such use is expressly permitted by the Enterprise-Wide License or other License.

2.5. Journal content may not be cached without prior written permission from the Press, except that, at such time as the Press has enabled LOCKSS access to the Journals, institutional subscribers or Licensees may use the LOCKSS system to archive and restore the Journal, so long as such use is otherwise consistent with the terms and conditions of use described herein. In using the LOCKSS system, the Journal may be made available to other LOCKSS system participants who indicate a right to that Journal.

2.6. Institutional subscribers and Licensees are responsible for undertaking reasonable measures to prevent access by unauthorized persons to authorized IP addresses, and are responsible for terminating any unauthorized access of which the institution or Licensee has actual notice or knowledge. Institutions or Licensees will not be held responsible for unauthorized use of the Journal provided (i) such use is without the express or implied consent of the institution or Licensee; (ii) the institution or Licensee promptly notifies the Press of any such use of which it becomes aware; and (iii) the institution or Licensee takes all reasonable steps to terminate such activity promptly. The Press reserves the right to deny access immediately if unauthorized use is detected or suspected; however, denial of access will be limited, to the extent practicable, to the IP address(es) from which the activity originated. The Press agrees to notify promptly the institution or Licensee of any denial of access; to cooperate with the institution or Licensee in terminating such activity; and to restore access to the affected IP address(es) within one business day of successful resolution of the situation. Failure to take reasonable steps to terminate unauthorized activity within thirty (30) days of notice from the Press of such activity or repeated usage violation from the authorized IP addresses of the institution or Licensee may result in suspension or termination of access.

**Disclaimers:**

The Press does not warrant that the Journal will be accessible in any particular hardware/software environment. The Press does not warrant the accuracy or completeness of any information contained in the Journal, or its merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose.

The Press will have no liability to any person for any loss or damage arising out of use of, or inability to use, the Journal.
The Press will make reasonable efforts to make the Journal available on a 24-hour basis, excluding normal network administration and system down time, but if access is suspended or interrupted, liability will be limited to restoring access as soon as practicable.

**Privacy policy:**

Your use of the Journal indicates your acceptance of the Press’s privacy policy, as posted on the Press’s web site and as described herein.

It is possible to access portions of the Press’s web site without having to identify yourself. However, to place an order, access protected content on our site, sign up for tables of contents alerts, or take advantage of personalized web site functionality, you will be asked to provide us with basic personal information. The information collected may include your name, e-mail address, shipping and billing address, or other demographic information essential to completing a transaction and communicating with you.

All personal information we collect is stored safely in our secure databases. From time to time we may use your information to contact you about your account or to tell you about new University of Chicago Press products and services. We do not sell, rent, or share e-mail addresses. However, we may make your postal address available to reputable organizations whose products and services we think might be of interest to you. If you would like to have your name and address removed from our solicitation mailing lists, you can send an e-mail message to subscriptions@press.uchicago.edu.

Information collected during the course of your use of the Journal and pertaining to such use may be used by the Press or the society or sponsor of the Journal, if applicable, or the subscribing institution for internal business and research purposes. Such information will not be shared with third parties other than the society or sponsor of the Journal or subscribing institution except in the form of aggregate, anonymous statistics. Such information will not be disclosed in a form that reveals the identity of the user, except as required by law or as necessary to protect against violations of the Terms and Conditions of Use of the Journal as specified here and in the Enterprise-Wide License or other License.
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